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ABSTRACT

Developing Web applications are often required to be
integrated with existing heterogeneous systems [7, 8].
Web services are one of the emerging technologies
that can be used for the integration of Web
applications with legacy systems (e.g. [6, 13]).
Besides, extending mode of usage of the Web
application calls for its content management through
its design process [7, 10]. As Fingar (2000) suggests,
content management is equally important as
developing an application. Indeed, it is believed that
the Web application should always be “under
construction” in terms of its content, presentation,
and its structure. Traditionally, design heuristics such
as loose-coupling and tight-cohesion concepts have
been utilized as a way to cope with such dynamicity
and reusability issues. We can achieve the goals for
the Web application by applying the same heuristics
to its design process—that is, by organizing both
informational and functional requirements into
semantically tight-cohesive and syntactically loosecoupled clusters, which in this paper are called
themes. A theme is an abstract cluster of Web pages,
links, components, and/or data stores, which is
semantically and syntactically distinguishable from
other clusters. Being abstract means that we are not
concerned about the appearance details of themes;
rather, it means that a theme is a main topic of
discourse that has a name. For example, theme names
might be “create your profile,” “view course offers,”
and so forth for the “MBA Student Management
System” deployed for a university. A “big” theme
can be broken into smaller themes, and a group of
themes can be promoted to a higher level theme
called a meta-theme.

The proposed methodology employs a multi-tier
architecture and a unique Web application model in
which a Web application is viewed as a collection of
themes, meta-themes, and design primitives. A theme
is defined as a set of semantically tight-cohesive and
syntactically loose-coupled information clusters
consisting of multiple design primitives. They include
seven unique Web page types, eight link types, and
four component types. The methodology also utilizes
a central data repository called the link data
dictionary.
Keywords: Web applications, design, methodology,
theme
INTRODUCTION
For the Web application to be a successful business
application model, it should be able to execute
business logic and integrate itself with heterogeneous
systems [17]. It should also support powerful
processes composed from components as well as an
increasing range of functions. It is required as well to
be designed for high performance, scalability, and
extendibility of the mode of usage. Such robustness
can be accomplished by bridging the gap between
available Web programming specifications and a
Web application design methodology that also backs
up content management. Robust Web applications
should deliver the same functionality in the manner
just as it has been done by conventional business
applications [8]. This means that it is not feasible any
more to develop Web applications off the top of
developers’ head. Rather, they need a well-defined
methodical procedure for identifying informational
and functional requirements and pinpointing data
flows between the basic building blocks of Web
applications. Furthermore, Web technologies have
been rapidly advancing to enable organizations to
deploy more sophisticated applications on the Web as
it gains ground in business computing [1]. While new
technologies contribute to broadening the scope of
business applications on the Web, they also add a
new level of tasks to Web application design. For
example, today's advanced Web applications
capitalize on the new technologies for data
presentation, manipulation, representation, and
integration at a very refined level.
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Most of the existing Web application design
methodologies have glossed over the important
factors aforementioned. This seems to be natural
because Web applications development has evolved
along with Web technologies. For example, the
Relationship Management Methodology by Isakowitz
et al. (1995) focuses on static Web site design, and
recent work by Conallen (2000) has a focal point on
the application of the new language paradigm (i.e.
UML) to Web-based applications development. Yet
another study by Fingar (2000) describes a higherlevel integration of an e-commerce application with
heterogeneous external systems. The lag between the
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and relations in a real world [16]. On the other hand,
cognitive overhead is "the additional effort and
concentration necessary to maintain several tasks or
trails at one time" [21, p. 40]. This might be
inevitable due to the limited capacity of human
information processing.

existing methodologies and new Web technologies,
therefore, demands a comprehensive methodology.
In the next section, we present a review on the
behavioral issues in the Web application design
followed by the founding concepts for the proposed
methodology in which the application architecture
and design primitives will be explained in detail.
After that, the two phases of the proposed
methodology—analysis, and design—will be
described. The paper concludes with major
contributions and suggestions for future research.

The previous studies about Web application design
indicate some useful design principles. First of all, a
Web application should be designed in a way that
reduces cognitive overhead, which is primarily
related to user disorientation and user-interface
adjustments [22]. Second, to provide users with an
effective navigation, a Web application should be
characterized by: (1) higher local coherence—that is,
providing appropriate indication of semantic
relationships between contextual pages through
careful use of hyperlinks within a given theme; (2)
higher global coherence—that is, providing adequate
overview by aggregating contextual pages, links,
components, and/or data stores into a cohesive and
loosely coupled theme; and (3) effective navigational
facilities—that is, providing support for navigation
with respect to direction (breadth) and distance
(depth) within a theme as well as across themes [30,
31].

BEHAVIORAL ISSUES IN WEB
APPLICATION DESIGN
There are technical and behavioral issues in Web
application design. The former is largely related to
implementation (see [17]). The first group of
behavioral issues is related to identifying, organizing,
and managing informational requirements of a target
Web application. It is well recognized that user
information needs should be thoroughly analyzed
prior to developing an effective application [2].
Unlike users of conventional applications, however,
the counterparts of public Web applications are not
clearly defined because they are general public. This
could make it difficult to apply conventional
requirements gathering techniques such as interviews
and may require designers to have deep knowledge
about the users of the target Web application. Thus, it
seems natural that most of the previous work on
design center on content structuring and its
presentation to the user with minimal attention to
gathering user information requirements (e.g. [14]).
Although a recent method proposed by Conallen
(2000) has suggested a gathering technique based on
the use case approach [15], it basically assumes that
the target application’s users (and actors) are well
defined. This implies that the method by Conallen
(2000) is more useful for Web applications that have
clearly-defined end users.

THE FOUNDATION CONCEPTS
This section explains the foundation of the proposed
methodology, including a multi-tier Web application
architecture, page types, component types, themes
and meta-themes, and link types.
Web Application Architecture
In this paper we adopt a logical architecture
comprised of the four layers: presentation, business,
data access, and data. The presentation layer includes
everything specific to the user interface. It isolates
the rest of the application from changes to the
presentation layer. This layer would be implemented
as HTML, graphics, style languages, and other
MIME documents that involve no execution of
business logic on the server side. The business layer
hosts business logic that is deeply integrated from the
user interface to the data store rather than being
contained solely within a package of code. The data
access layer supports all data access requirements of
the business layer and includes all components used
to access data. Data access interfaces simplify data
access by hiding implementation details. Finally, the
data layer includes data and data store software,
including databases, e-mail stores, file stores, XML
documents, message queues, and directory services.

The second set of the issues is related to presenting
effective navigational cues to the user [11, 12, 18,
25], offering semantically cohesive content, and
creating a syntactically loose-coupled structure for
better user comprehension [9, 30, 31]. In cognitive
science, comprehension depends on how a user
constructs a mental model based on the visible
objects and their semantic relations [32]. This implies
that semantically cohesive and syntactically loosecoupled themes require less effort in modeling, and
hence increase the comprehensibility of the user [30,
31]. For example, a theme is coherent if a user can
construct a mental model that corresponds to facts
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and the presentation layer. For example, a server
page for order summary is an interlayer server page.
The latter is named in a similar context. A
withinlayer server page works behind the scenes. It
normally passes data string, state information, an
execution result (e.g. a search result), or a flag to
another server page for additional processing for
HTML response formulation. A withinlayer server
page, therefore, has no direct rendering targeted for
the presentation layer. Instead, it is confined within
the business layer (e.g. setting a session variable).
Then, what if a server page plays the dual roles? Such
a server page is called the hybrid server page. In
addition, like a primary page may have zero or more
preprocessor pages, a server page can have its
counterparts, which are called the server
preprocessor page. Again, like the client
preprocessor page, the server preprocessor page is
first processed by the Web server before an
associated server page is processed. Thus, the
business layer has the following page types:
interlayer server page (ISP), withinlayer server page
(WSP), hybrid server page (HSP), and server
preprocessor page (SPP).

Web Page Types
If a page is rendered by the request/response process,
the page is called the primary page. It is primary
because the page content is not formulated or
computed from program code and is rendered the
same on every request unless changed by the page
author. The request/execution/response process, on
the other hand, is employed when a requested page
contains program logic that the Web server must
execute before it responds to the request. The server
executes the logic, formulates an HTML response,
and returns it to the client. If a page is rendered in
this manner, the page in this paper is called the
derived page. For example, a search process in
general involves the three steps: submitting a
keyword, executing the search logic, and responding
with a search result. The search result page is an
example of derived page. A derived page is,
therefore, always the result of execution of a server
page. A server page is a Web page that includes
program logic that is executed on a Web server
before any response to a request.
Meanwhile, a primary page may or may not render a
form (e.g. HTML form). If it does, it is called the
primary interactive page (PIP). It is interactive in the
sense that a user can submit input to the Web server
(in fact, a server page) for its processing and the
server responds in some manner. If a primary page
does not render a form, it is called the primary
noninteractive page (PNP). A primary page may be
associated with zero or more preprocessing pages
(e.g. style sheet pages or client-side script pages that
are often reusable). They are embedded in one or
more primary pages by explicit instructions. Such a
page is called the client preprocessor page. It is
named so because it is processed by the client (i.e. a
browser) before an associated primary page is
processed. A derived page can be generated from a
server page either statically or dynamically. In
addition, it may or may not have a form. We,
therefore, can identify four different types of the
derived page: statically-derived interactive page
(SIP), statically-derived noninteractive page (SNP),
dynamically-derived interactive page (DIP), and
dynamically-derived noninteractive page (DNP). The
presentation-layer page types are in fact business
facades.

Component Types
The Web is becoming a critical business computing
platform as organizations move their everyday tasks
to the Web. The migration could begin with
identifying legacy applications, services, and data for
a certain form of integration [8]. One way is to make
the core business processes running on the legacy
applications or third-party software components
available for a Web application by object wrapping
or Web services [7, 6, 13]. The proposed
methodology explicitly takes components into
account in four ways: presentation layer (PLC),
webserver layer (WLC), appserver layer (ALC), and
data access layer (DAC) components. We rule out
any components triggered automatically such as
plug-ins or add-ons because the inherent access to
such components is implied by semantics of the
corresponding design element.
Link Types
If a click on a link causes user input to be written to a
data store via a server page, it plays both semantic
and syntactic roles because it passes the data to the
server page (i.e. passing data is semantic in that it can
be interpreted as a specific instruction), which in turn
triggers a data access component (i.e. syntactically
associate the two elements, the server page and the
component). Accordingly, we classify the link into
eight link types based on their semantic and syntactic

The server page has three types as well and resides in
the business layer. If a server page produces one of
the four derived page types, it is called the interlayer
server page. Otherwise, it is called the withinlayer
server page. The former is named so because it
crosses over the boundary between the business layer
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context: anchor link (<A>), build link (<B>), call link
(<C>), directive link (<D>), enjoin link (<E>), form
link (<F>), germinate link (<G>), and intermediate
link <I>. The anchor link type is a “generic”
hyperlink created by the anchor tag. A bookmark
could be considered to be an anchor link type. The
directive link type is used to associate a preprocessor
page to a Web page. The call link type is used to
trigger a component from a Web page. The build link
type connects either an interlayer server page or a
hybrid server page to a dynamically-derived page—
that is, it applies to the case where a server page
dynamically produces a page for the presentation
layer. Unlike the build link type, the enjoin link type
is used to request another page from the page that has
been requested. The form link type denotes a
submission of a page containing a data-capturing
from to its process page. The germinate link type
connects either an interlayer server page or a hybrid
server page to a statically-derived page (not a
dynamically-derived page, which is handled by a
build link type). Finally, the intermediate link type is
a placeholder used in the analysis phase. It will be
replaced with one of the seven other link types in the
design phase.

On the other hand, a theme of themes is called a
meta-theme, which has the following characteristics:
• Its name can be used as either a “menu
item” name or a placeholder during design
and hence implementation.
• It is in general a collection of two or more
themes, but it may be allowed to have only
one theme when a meta-theme is used for
either a non-hyperlinked menu name or a
placeholder.
• A “parent” theme is automatically qualified
as a meta-theme.
• It has also a theme page. If its name is used
for either a non-hyperlinked menu name or a
placeholder, a meta-theme has no theme
page.

Themes and Meta-themes

As mentioned earlier, users of a public Web
application are vaguely defined. This may hamper the
requirements gathering process. We suggest an idea
for requirements gathering that could mitigate the
difficulty. The Internet was originally intended to
grow on open standards and open sources. This has
inevitably resulted in the relatively lower barriers to
imitation [19]. Although the rules are changing as
more and more Internet-related patents and legal
battles are looming [23], getting insights from
existing Web applications would be acceptable
behavior. This may be called “inspired assimilation.”
It could be augmented by the model-based approach
[28, 29]. Its goal is to construct application models
that show the structure, processes, and resources of a
business as simply and as directly as possible. Based
on the approach, developers may be able to gather
requirements by applying the conventional
information gathering techniques [2] to those who are
directly involved in the business processes and
practices. Although they may not be the direct users
of the target application, designers could at least get
some insights into requirements gathering.

METHODOLOGY
The proposed Web application design methodology
primarily consists of analysis and design phases.
However, we will also propose some general ideas
for the requirements gathering and implementation.
Requirements Gathering

A Web application can be viewed as a collection of
themes and meta-themes, which in turn are a set of
Web pages, links, components, and/or data stores.
Highly cohesive and loosely coupled information
clusters and hence their delivery logic can make
content management easier [7, 24]. A theme has the
following characteristics:
• It has a meaningful, abstract name.
• It is highly self-contained in the sense that a
theme is syntactically loose coupled and
semantically tight cohesive.
• It can be decomposed into lower level
themes and promoted to a meta-theme as
well.
• Every theme has its own theme page.
Then, what is not a theme? There are no cut-and-dry
criteria but we suggest some heuristics. An entity is
not a theme if it:
• Consists of a single primary non-interactive
page that has no outgoing links.
• Has no much meaning or becomes
impractical when decomposed further into
lower levels.
• Violates the design heuristics of tight
cohesiveness and loose coupling beyond
necessary compromises.
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Analysis
It begins with organizing the themes identified via a
requirement gathering process into a higher-level
hierarchy, which is then gradually refined into lowerlevel details. Complexity frequently takes the form of
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without being hyperlinked. It may include all or a
subset of the themes identified in a theme hierarchy.
A CS defines a number of themes that will commonly
appear as being hyperlinked on every page, probably
including a default homepage. The themes included
in a CS and an HS may be identical, especially when
the application is small. An ES is constrained by the
two previous types of scope. For example, let’s
assume that an HS contains “onestop for,” “quick
links,” “prospective student,” “current student,”
“alumni,” and “program info,” and a CS has the last
four themes in the HS above. Then, an ES for the
“current student” may include all or a subset of the
lower-level themes (nodes) below the “current
student” theme. Figure 2 shows examples for the
homepage, common, and extension scope. We use
the namespace aforementioned to pinpoint any
specific node within a hierarchy. In any case, actual
scope should reflect a designer’s implementation
strategy.

a hierarchy, which has been a major facilitating factor
enabling us to understand and describe complex
objects and their parts [4, 27]. The following
subsections illustrate the analysis process.
Organizing themes
First of all, it is possible for a target Web application
to have more than one sub-application. For example,
an “MBA Student Management System (MMS)” may
consist of two sub applications for, say, student and
administrator. Once we identify sub-applications,
four different tasks are performed on each of them:
(1) identifying higher-level themes, (2) decomposing
them into lower-level themes, (3) promoting or
adding meta-themes, if necessary, and (4) organizing
all the themes into a hierarchy. Figure 1 shows a
simplified theme hierarchy for the student subapplication of the MMS.

Figure 1. A theme hierarchy for the student subapplication of the MMS.
The degree of information granulation also
determines, as Fingar (2000) points out, the degree of
changeability of structure and presentation. In fact,
the breath and the depth have a trade-off relationship:
a deeper (shallower) structure would require a
narrower (wider) breadth and vice versa. To enhance
the degree of changeability, we should achieve
tightly cohesive themes both at the top level and their
lower levels. We suggest that a designer come up
with a hierarchy as fine-grained as possible and then
combine themes (i.e. nodes in the hierarchy) in line
with her implementation strategy.

Figure 2. Example scope diagrams based on Figure
1 (the dotted not shown).
Drawing higher-level theme diagrams
This step is for drawing higher-level theme diagrams
for the homepage scope, each extension scope, and
other themes and meta-themes identified in the three
types of scope by mainly identifying non-theme
pages and foreign themes. While drawing, we
explicitly consider theme pages. The three types of
scope, in fact, are special meta-themes. We first draw
a theme diagram for each access scope except for the
common scope, and then move to individual metathemes. The homepage scope theme diagram has a
theme page (i.e. a homepage), and each extension
scope theme diagram has also a theme page. A theme
diagram for any scope non-leaf node (i.e. metatheme) of any access scope may include a theme
page, while a theme diagram for any scope leaf node
(i.e. non-meta-theme) includes a theme page. Thus,
there would be as many higher-level theme diagrams
as the sum of the number of scope leaf nodes, the
number of scope non-leaf nodes, the number of

Determining access scope
This step determines the access scope from a page to
various themes based on a theme hierarchy. Broader
access scope normally makes a page crowded with
themes. However, it can bring a shallow structure
that requires fewer clicks to get to a destination
theme. At this step, we determine the three kinds of
access scope: a single homepage scope (HS), a single
common scope (CS), and possibly multiple extension
scope (ES). An HS includes the themes to be
appeared on a default homepage either with or
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extension scope, and one homepage scope. (see
Figure 3).

Update form.PIP

<F>

Login.PIP

<I>

<I> Presentation Layer

<I>
<A>

Create profile theme page.PNP

Update confirm.DNP
<F>

<A>

<A>
Update
profile
theme
page.PNP

ES-SOC theme page.PNP
MMS Stylesheet.CPP

<D>

Forgot pwd.PIP
<A>

<B>

<E>

<D>

XMLconvert.WSP

DataAccessSpec.SPP

<D>

EmailPassword.HSP

<C>
SMTP.WLC

<C>

The refinement of the higher-level theme diagrams
involves: (1) specifying all of the presentation-layer
page types by their suffixes and (2) using the three
link types out of the eight link types with an arrow:
<A> for an anchor link, <D> for a directive link, and
<I> for an intermediate link. The remaining pages
types, link types, all component types, data stores,
logic flows, and the application architecture will be
taken into account in the design stage. Figure 4
shows a refinement of the “update profile” theme
diagram in Figure 3.

XMLaccess.DAC

<C>

<C>

RDBaccess.DAC

XML

Business Layer

Data Access Layer

RDB
Data Layer

Figure 5. A finalized theme diagram for the “update
profile” shown in Figure 4.
Developing the link data dictionary
A data dictionary has been used as a central
repository of all data definitions for a conventional
business application, which supports the development
process in designing data stores [26]. Similarly, a link
data dictionary (LDD) in this paper is a central
repository of data for a Web application. It helps the
development of data stores, the specification of input
controls of a form, and the identification of necessary
data flow details between pages.
CONCLUSIONS

Figure 4. A refinement of the “update profile” theme
in Figure 3.

As for the implementation, the first issue is that, the
designer should design Web pages. Second, the
common scope contains themes to be hyperlinked as
common menu items repeating on every Web page.
As for future research, there are some suggestions.
First, we assume that software components are out
there. We do not consider component-based
application development tasks [20]. Second, we did
not specifically deal with page layout design issues.
Despite the limitations, we believe that the method
should provide a consistent and manageable way for
the development of Web applications.

Design
This phase performs the two tasks: (1) finalizing the
refinement process and (2) developing the link data
dictionary (LDD).
Finalizing theme diagrams
This step defines the detailed rendering process for
each presentation-layer page identified in the
previous step and incorporates the Web application
architecture into the process. Figure 5 shows a
finalized theme diagram for the “update profile”
theme of the MMS that has been refined in the
previous step.
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<D>

<E>

Refining the higher-level theme diagrams

Help.PNP

<G>

CheckLogin.ISP
ProcessUpdate.HSP

Figure 3. Sample higher-level theme diagrams based
Figure 2.
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